AN ACT

CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A GREEN BUILDING INCENTIVE PILOT PROGRAM ADMINISTERED BY THE GOVERNOR'S ENERGY OFFICE TO INCENTIVIZE THE MAKING OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS TO EXISTING RESIDENCES WITH CURRENT HOME ENERGY RATINGS BELOW MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PEOPLE WHO PURCHASE HIGHLY EFFICIENT NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. Article 38.5 of title 24, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended by the addition of a new part to read:

PART 2
GREEN BUILDING INCENTIVE PILOT PROGRAM

24-38.5-201. Legislative declaration. (1) The general assembly hereby finds and declares that:

(a) An incentive-based green building pilot program will strive to reduce electricity, gas, and water use in older homes while providing an incentive for homebuyers to purchase new residential construction that meets stringent energy efficiency standards;

(b) Providing incentives for new residential construction that meets stringent energy efficiency standards and improving energy efficiency in existing residences can stimulate local and state economies and provide opportunities for job growth in green jobs and industries that are focused on improving energy efficiency of both new and existing residences; and
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(c) An incentive-based green building pilot program will benefit homebuyers who are attempting to purchase highly energy efficient new residential construction and retrofit existing homes in an attempt to reduce energy and water consumption.

24-38.5-202. Definitions. As used in this part 2, unless the context otherwise requires:

(1) "Energy code" means the 2006 International Energy Conservation Code, or any successor edition, published by the International Code Council or any state or local energy code that has more recent or more stringent requirements.

(2) "Energy efficiency improvement" means:

(a) An upgrade to a structure, appliance, fixture, plumbing, heating or cooling system, or water heater in any existing residence that is intended to reduce the consumption of electricity, natural gas, water, or any other fuel or energy source; and

(b) The installation or upgrade of building insulation, air sealing measures, and duct sealing in any existing residence.

(3) "Existing residence" means a residence, either single-family detached or multi-family, that:

(a) Is located in Colorado;

(b) Is used as the qualified homebuyer's primary residence; and

(c) Has a current home energy rating, as determined by a recognized green building rating system, that is below minimum standards, as determined by the energy code.

(4) "Green building incentive pilot program" or "pilot program" means the green building incentive pilot program described in section 24-38.5-203.

(5) "Highly efficient new residential construction" means a new single-family detached residence or new multi-family residence located in Colorado that is designed and constructed to be at least twenty-five percent more efficient than the energy code's requirements, as documented by a recognized green building rating system.

(6) "Home energy audit" means an inspection, survey, and analysis of a home's structure and systems in order to quantify the building's projected energy consumption.

(7) "Home energy rating" means an objective and standard measurement of a home's energy efficiency relative to standards
(8) "Qualified Homebuyer" means a person that has entered into a sales contract to purchase highly efficient new residential construction and will be selling the person's existing residence in order to purchase the highly efficient new residential construction as the person's primary residence.

(9) "Recognized Green Building Rating System" means a system of rules for comparing the performance of a whole building or building system to the energy code, to a problem, or to a test case that serves as a basis for evaluation or comparison. "Recognized Green Building Rating System" includes, but is not limited to:

(a) The Federal Energy Star Program, jointly operated by the United States Environmental Protection Agency and the United States Department of Energy, or its successor program;

(b) The January 2008 version, or any successor standard, of the "LEED for Homes Rating System" administered by the United States Green Building Council or its successor organization;

(c) The National Green Building Standard, commonly cited as ANSI/ICC 700-2008, established by the National Association of Home Builders and the International Council Code, or any successor standard; and

(d) Energy audits that are performed by the electric utility, or its designee, providing service to the residence.

24-38.5-203. Green building incentive pilot program.

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of subsection (9) of this section, the Governor's Energy Office shall establish and administer a green building incentive pilot program in accordance with the requirements established in this part 2.

(2) (a) A qualified homebuyer may submit an application, provided by the Governor's Energy Office, to the Governor's Energy Office for a grant to make energy efficiency improvements to the homebuyer's existing residence that the homebuyer is selling in preparation for purchasing a highly efficient new residential construction.

(b) The Governor's Energy Office shall award a larger grant to a qualified homebuyer with an existing residence that has a home energy rating or home energy audit showing greater inefficiency.

(3) The energy efficiency improvements shall be performed by contractors approved by the Governor's Energy Office as specified in subsection (6) of this section.

(4) The Governor's Energy Office shall require the qualified homebuyer
TO SUBMIT DOCUMENTATION:

(a) THAT THE HOME ENERGY RATING OF THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER’S EXISTING RESIDENCE IS BELOW THE ENERGY CODE’S REQUIREMENTS;

(b) THAT THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER HAS ENTERED INTO A SALES CONTRACT TO PURCHASE A HIGHLY EFFICIENT NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION;

(c) OF THE ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE OF THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER’S HIGHLY EFFICIENT NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION;

(d) OF THE NAME OR NAMES OF THE CONTRACTORS THAT WILL PERFORM THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS ON THE EXISTING RESIDENCE; AND

(e) THAT THE HIGHLY EFFICIENT NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION MEETS THE DEFINITION SPECIFIED IN SECTION 24-38.5-202 (5). THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER MAY SEEK SUCH DOCUMENTATION FROM THE HOME BUILDER, WHO MAY THEN SUBMIT THE DOCUMENTATION ON BEHALF OF THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER.

(5) ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS MADE TO AN EXISTING RESIDENCE SHALL BE COMPLETED IN A MANNER THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH A HOME ENERGY RATING OR A HOME ENERGY AUDIT, AND SHALL RESULT IN IMPROVED ENERGY EFFICIENCY. RETROFITS AND UPGRADES TO IMPROVE THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF A QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER’S EXISTING RESIDENCE SHALL BE COMPLETED BEFORE THE CLOSING OF THE SALE OF THE RESIDENCE.

(6) THE GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE SHALL CREATE A LIST OF CONTRACTORS ELIGIBLE TO PERFORM ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS TO A QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER’S EXISTING RESIDENCE.

(7) IN ORDER TO CONFIRM THAT THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER MET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE PILOT PROGRAM, THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER SHALL SUBMIT TO THE GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE COPIES OF CLOSING DOCUMENTATION FOR THE HIGHLY EFFICIENT NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION NO LATER THAN THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETE. IF CONSTRUCTION IS DELAYED AND NOT COMPLETED BY THE ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE, THE GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE MAY GRANT A WAIVER OR EXTENSION FOR SUBMISSION OF THIS DOCUMENTATION.

(8) IF THE PURCHASE OF THE HIGHLY EFFICIENT NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION IS NOT FINALIZED FOR ANY REASON, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE CANCELLATION OF THE SALE BY THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER OR THE FAILURE OF THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER TO SECURE FINANCING, THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER SHALL REIMBURSE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE GRANT TO THE GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE WITHIN THIRTY DAYS AFTER SUCH CANCELLATION OR FAILURE.

(9) (a) FUNDING FOR THE PILOT PROGRAM SHALL BE PROVIDED FROM FEDERAL FUNDS TRANSFERRED TO THE GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE THAT THE GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE HAS ALREADY RECEIVED PRIOR TO THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS SECTION OR MAY RECEIVE AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS SECTION. THE GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE MAY REQUIRE ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION OR INFORMATION FROM THE QUALIFIED HOMEBUYER AS REQUIRED TO SECURE ANY
(b) The Governor's energy office shall not establish the pilot program set forth in this part 2 if federal funds are not available.

SECTION 2. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly (August 10, 2011, if adjournment sine die is on May 11, 2011); except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1(3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act within such period, then the act, item, section, or part shall not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in November 2012 and shall take effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.

Approved: May 4, 2011